
May 27, 2022 

 You say what? It's time to fly north 

again?  Yep, my time here in Bolivia has come to an end, at 

least for this trip. 

These last two weeks have been full of various goals mentioned 

in our last letter. All the goals were met but how they were met 

is the interesting part. 

I needed to reach two individuals who live quite aways away.  

One is running a radio station and the other is a pastor. I was 

working with another Pastor, and I asked him how I might get in 

contact with these two individuals. He told me they were here 

in the city of Santa Cruz. Really? God is so good, the two I 

needed to find were both at my apartment within the hour.  

I did not have to box up the flash drives and mail them I could 

simply visit with them and hand the new tools to them. What a 

blessing.  Thank you, Lord. 



I bought three "Tomato Systems” this trip. I forgot to take a 

picture of the boxes that said in big letters "Tomato".   The box 

contained a video projector and sound system. I would not 

have bought a system called "Lemon" but I did take a chance on 

a Tomato. These systems went out to three locations so they 

can watch the videos; this will be a huge tool for them. Pray the 

Tomato system will work well! 

  An extra thing I did during this trip 

was to visit the dentist. I had a broken filling, perfect timing for 

me to get this tooth fixed. The dentist also did a cleaning, not 

bad huh! 

The Ayore were really satisfied with the video ACTS. This 

summer several of the Ayore from Bolivia are traveling to 

Paraguay. They will take this video and other finished materials 

to the Ayore brothers in Paraguay. I was thrilled to hear this. 



We are presently working on the video JOHN. There are three 

episodes in this video. Lots to do yet but we are hoping to finish 

it this summer. 

We are looking into the possibility of doing a reading of the 

book of MARK in the language of the Yuqui who are now known 

as the Biya. This may happen this fall. 

Thank you all for your prayers during this trip.  All went well 

and we had a few extra blessings to see this equipment get out 

into the hands of those who need it. Thank you for your prayers 

in going, returning and for Jan as she held things together at 

home. She got to have a refresher course in mowing the lawn 

and picking weeds, she is so talented! 

  Have you checked your tulips lately, 

isn't God creative? What a nice hiding place! 

Would you please visit our JOHN Video Project website?  We 

still need financial help to get this project finished. 

https://ethnos360.org/projects/john-video-translation-and-

dubbing 

 

https://ethnos360.org/projects/john-video-translation-and-dubbing
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Thank you!!! 

 

Bruce and Jan Johnson       

 

 

                                     

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


